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INTRODUCTION
.4s

'''The provision of popular reading material- poses a prOblem for literac9
,

and adult education n-programs around the world: how.to produce an'adequate

amount of matu interesting and relevant reading1iaterial fOr7 alts to

)stipulate and sdpport their reading habit? Several practitioners1 have

foAd that dramatic stories'hatcrthe most interest for/the adult-reader and

redommend this=type of literature for. the new reader. Along with the ques-,..

I /*
ti 65 bf interest ft the que§tion of. Which graphic depiction; best supports

k
. .

a text for' adults who lave a Tow vocabulary. Photograph§ have .been

.

cited
.

as an appropriate,chbiCe for,a4ultS who often haye a. problem with. the. pert-

*spective in an artist's drawings.
. (

Both findingsqpint. to'.a need to explore the Mo s s ibiritie% of'photo-

graphically integratea or,supported literature, i.e., literature.with a plot

which uses photograptls to depict the story. While photography ha en .used ,..

,

in many contexts, probably,the best known genre i§ the fotonovela, where

photos are arranged in'a sequence of a dramatic'story while the plot is

conveyed through dialogue bubbles (see the inside front and back covers for

See discutsions on literature for neo-literate adults in:.

Frank. C. and Robert.S. Laubach, Towards World Literacy. (Syracuse:
Syracuse University Press, 1969); and Charles Granston Richard,'ed.,

.tp The Provision of Popular'Readinq Materials (Paris: Unesco, 1959).

2. See discussion on affective visual prgosentation for neo-literate adults ,

-Understanding Print: A Survey in Rural Lesotho of People's Abipity
to Understand Text and Illustrations (Lesotho Distance Teaching
Centre, P.O. Box MS 781,.Maseru Lesotho); and Andreas Fuglesang,
Applied Communications in Develdpinq Countries (Dag,Hammarskjord

'Foundation, 1973).
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'an example).''-The commercially produced fotonovelas (they are a very 'popular

form of literature inLatin Amerita) usually have a love "theme, but many

Projects have; usedthe fotonovela as an educational tool. The staff Of the

,3 -

Ecuador Project produced several such edbcational fotonove3as around the

themes tot land`- reform, alCohol abuse, and water usage. These have served as

a source of Inspiration for our project.

Ourwn personal bias is that client-centered, participatory educa-

tion`is ethically-and pedagogically superto( to other methods. Our question

then is: how.can clients produce their own photographically integrated reading

material? What procedure could we use to involve a ent inthe,conc'eptuali-
.

a

zation and Production of a fotonovela tote point whiire.we could legitjhately

40/-

call the client thee participant/developer?'

h.'
Clearly, we could not just sit down andAgenerate t is process off the

topsof our heads'; Rather, wewould have to work with clients to be able to

analyze and articulate what is involved in participatorideVelopment of.photo-

literature. The majority of our thinking on the participatory process has

come fromour work 'th the New England Farm Workers Council (NEFWC) and the

,New York State"Department of Public,Health (NYDPH). These two groups have

very different pedagogical problems: the'NEFWC, that of teaching English as

a second language and the.NYDPH, that of explaining the requirements for

maintaining a rodent-free environment. However, both groups have gone well

3. The Ecuador Nan-formal Education Project was a joint, project of the
Ministry of Education in Ecuador and the University of-Massachusetts,

' Center for InternationaJ Education, funded by the UnitedStates Agency
for International Development. The project staff,held that the partici
pat-ion of local people in the process of development Must be a guiding
principle in any community educadion pillwam. The staff produced thirteen
Technical Notes in which they described:non-formal techniqueS devl4ed
and used fn Ecuador (these are available from the Center for Interna-
tionalmEducation).

,6
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beyond these "educational themes" to develop theirtoWn plots; themes and

messages:
. .

Workers on both projects have spent a good deal of timeanaly the

process and giving us feedback. As a result, much that Wt write here draws

upon.the.thoughts'of ptople with diverse.perspectives. We would--like to take

this opportunity to thank everyone who.has been involved with us, in the

activities that have led to this manual.

In,this mdnual we ve given suggestions on how to combine partici-

pation and the developmen hoto-literature. First, we consider the

rationales for learner-productd ma4erials. 'In the second section we dfscuss

the participatory process and fotus wthe relationship of the faciliator4

(probably,yoe) to the participants and tow the facilitator can enhances -pr

inhibit therpftcess. The third 'sectiortis designed to answer the technical

juestions a.facilitatormay'have regarding how to put'a fotonoveld together.

The technical aspects are about.the same for all types of photo - literature.

Participation is difficult to discuss and understand in a vacuum, and, there-
/

fore, we have integrated participatory process boxes" throughout.the'tech-
. .

nical'Se6tio sive specific suggestiops on how to increase participation
/c.

in the co text of specific technical problems. In the fourth section we Ois-
.

cuss s' conikrations in summative evaluation, following in the last
.

sectio w4th an examindpon of some of the yos"'and "cons" of various

photo- rat re formats. .

4. A person who acts as a catalyst in beginning community group activities
or in invigorating already-existing actions. The facilitator must be
responsive to the directions of the group and encourage the'-group to
take control of its own action. NFE in Ecuador, 197.1 1975(Center for

, 'International Education, University of Massdchusetts, p. 32).



J
'LEARNER- INVOLVEMENT IN MATERIALS PRODUCTION

,

Aationales,for learner,-involvement in material woduqtibn,can be.learned

made on the grounds of ethics, moras,* educational ,philosophy or pure ----)
. N .

entertainment. For example, learner-prepared materials are, the natural

k
exte nsion:of an edUcational philosophy that states that learnerS' should be

.

..,,.\ . 4

.
creators and directors of their own education

5
;standardized texts, manuals

an' pamphlets often si -fle this theeativity and direction. Another rationale

is that adults require immediate application of what they study and that this

study is best determined by reference to a central problem to he solved.
6

Standardized. texts rarely.are organized round a problen (e.g', :tle problem

11
of establishing a community .'water

,

water system),-and hence, other materials arp',

required to discuss group organization for prbblem solving (e.g., the tech-
,

nical problems of the actual water system and the probTems of funding the
,

.

project). Even materials that Iddress,a specific problem (4s somp of the

functional lfteracy materials do) generally are not specific to the situa-

tion as it exists in one particular town or village. The most appropriate'

-materials.may best be compiled and organized*by the learner.

A.persuasive,raIonale is that learner7prepared materials generate

,k

enthusiasm-in the learner. Educators7 have often found that otherwise 1'e-

thargic students become involved in materials ction if those materials

are "their rown." The teriaTs development pro 'rovides a vehicle for

the'"silent" student to Axpress repressed feeli gs and understandings.

5. See the works on eductak for liberation by Paulo Freire and Ivan Illich.

6. Malcolm S. Knowles, The Modern Practice of Adult Education, (New York:
-Association Presi, 1970), pp. 37-54.

7. The Foxfire Magazine is a notable example of, students beeomirtg excited

by their own material production. .

,



The need for culturalll and historically.sensitIve.thaterials often

b comes a rationale for learffer-Orod'ucedi materials Standardized texts are

not always his rieallyiacoLit'ite,i are sometimes d

and usually do not vildkor."1'eqeci the reader's imme

ment.

environl

Chicane(' communities rannOt approve of literature that promotes the

cannot be inier=
,

stereotype of the lazy Ittexitan.bandit deyetoping countries

ested in the literature of the Colonialists; and r 1 Asian villagersiannot

relate well 'to a literature that.pertrays middle-class lite in the. cities.

qf the learners in a class(orinaelassthat is held in the same cultural and

geographic area) produce the, materials, tt much mo're relevant and useful

material will be made available.

Perhaps the-best rationale for lekrner-prepared materials its the'

pragmatic ssue of an adeguate.reachng supply. Literacy programs around the

world have always had the problem of providing sufficient materials to help

neo-literates move past the primer stage to a.geveloped reading.skill. New
o

readers can produceleir own reading material and share it with othei4-new

readers in their area. These materials may 6e the only ones ever available

to the new reader in the area.

Fotonovelas and other photo- literature are excellent 'vehicles with

which to develop the participatory relationship necessary to produce learmer-

prepared materials. There are numerous roles--the director, the photographer,

the actors-- and-'each learner car( feel comfortable with one or ,all of the roles.

As 'the learnerbetomes familiar with .% role, s/he becoMes more active in the
.

group par-process. 'The use of Visual images in the design phase allows for

tfCipation,'because all can see thestorie-is developing through the picture.

That isWhen the plot is being designed with drawings, everyone can seethe



story as it 'ileVel d

product The fo tonov el a be4.:pur

-i t lead to a ,fina
i

...

entertaining ,story or

ants acan halm, the -ctioraCtei7s - confront a problem arid .:s01 ve,? t :.
...

e `pro es
0

ofi :devel oping the Material Oecomes..',a d tsc us s ton .'o f propl em,,". ii,1..Ii4,-ng. and o.f//thie
, ".V.,,:. ./..-.' ' ,.,-- / ,' .. .,

problem, and the final material - becomes method to commuh-late -a ,iP1 utibl)

. lU



THE PARTICIPATORY PROCESS...

We are not goinv_to,-preent..a "Mpthod, a model or a mOdule.::in-this

nual
_

, 'We' re going to suggest a process. Of developing a, material frcim.,the

per iie.cti facilitator who wants to use a participatory approach with

his/her clients. The facilitator has" control over -his/her own action's, and

this -manual will speak.-to -those actions.

We will reiterate several times in this note that'. it :iis not-ideal to

be striving towartha. perfect product. Technical pesfection has not been

._.proved to be important in theeffectiveness of an educational mdterial, and
- - .

erfection in the participltorKprocess has not= been defined. Rather, under
,.

standing the elements of the material production situation,:your own person-

ali y, the personalities of your cl-ients,-your agenty--pressures,and all the,..

other-social and cultural:factors 'invol.ved is central. to improving the-quality. .

of .participation and, therefore., the quality of thefinal -product. The

individuals you are working with. are whd they a-re, anththey, will have their

own definition of the participatory process and the .role,,they- care to play in

it. The process should be viewed as an opportunity for youand_yoUr clients

to train yourselves to collaborate on, this-materials production in whatever

way evolves as the optimum for all of you /There is no. set pattern for the

evoluti-c- or the outcome, b,ut we hope that this description Will help you

understand the point of view that is the heart of the participatory process.

You have a history, culture, edutation: personality- and _role (both in

life and specific to this expertence) be .cleir,about your perspective.. Your

perspective will affect yciur actions, and you will need soThe system to evaluate

your participation in the development of this material. We suggest that you



... .

.. .
. o' V. ..... . .

....

-work 1,6 a- team wi th . soMeone .whose croMmi tmen t-,'-:,*-A.ai7tj.0Pa t Ion:- 1 S.L.S=ipsi 1 ar to: -a__
.

. . ., --, ----.. .... ..... . . .

yOU.i*in-;.....:1"-he' twd..Of you (it -could -inore -titItilwo.-Worked very ,wel) for us)
.. ....... . .

. ..- .'..
7 'ihoUld :work out a sYS t-em of formati A-going evaluation that will .focus

-

on your own -violation§ or effective;- tiromeon of the participatory process.
. .

- aur systems work-ed/like this:v 'Each day.before we began working" with ou

.

... . .

clients we would. s i ( down foi4 a- feW.ininifteS-and decide what -we -were going to
. :

.try to acCoMplis6 that day _and what were tile- important things-to keep in
. .

. ,-.. .,
mind° or ,to dd. W t ested the- pterpers'onal kinds of eyents, but. we also

.

;mentioned the pragmatic "dorGt forget the encil." type of queStjans'.' Then,

after the day's work was over, we would diScuss the day -around a .questiOn.
. .

,
4

1

Our question was "When did you -feel uncomfortable and why7-who else. was: un-
-

comfortable and why."-: This- worked for us, but the question and the" format are

not so important.' What is imPortant is that...it---iS-:done; Make sure'that the
..system you devise. is interesifn4 and not tedious tOr you

of.youngrot up, help your group see through the problems pf people too involved.

your goal as a facilitator is to maximize participatioh by, the members

in,proce ke a decision, and provide the "technical" expertise needed

to produce the material,-- This latt goal of material production is possibly

sectipn of this' note contains step-by-step
; .

the easiest, 'and the., technical

'directions on how to produce a fOtonovela: The first .two 7gOals,
e

however, V:1111

be achieved by constantlpassessihg your own role in acts of

Intervention--Makihg a decis4on for 'the group. Its .cki.fitcultto 'Watch and
a

listen to a group.ttruggle!with a problem, the answer `to Which is obvious to

you But, the struggle to come to terms with that ,problem, may be more valuable

than the ansv)er.;"".0n the other hand, a group becdmes demoralized .when a- problem
. .

.

cannot be solved, and youirnay- want to jump, in and make a decision to keep the
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-group moving. The decision to intervene is,a subjective one, but training your-.

self in subjective judgment;is p

participatory manner.

ss of learnihg to work ih a

Support--Providing technical information after the group has reached a decision.

Participation in the technic steps of working up a layout or printing a

matakial may not be as importtlt as in the steps of designing and writing a

material, but you should be aware of your group's ability or desire to be in-
,

volved in these s e If you are trying to train a group to be able to pro-

duce a'material on its own, it is impor:lant that they be able to learn these

steps as the Material is being produced. We found that we tended to downplay

the ability of our ,clients to perform the technical steps of production, and

this view of ourselves as technicians turned out, in some caseS;.to be false.

The cliehts could solve technical problems as well as we old. Again, you

have to train yourself to be aware of your subjective jUdgments

Delineation -- Describing boundaries, that may be appropriate and offering options.

Your group may start writing a story that will need some photographs that will

be impossible or very expensive to produce. Your function is to pres4fitjee

boundaries to the group, when you see that they have yone over them (this too

is a subjective judgment and you may be wrong, but you should Lake the respon-

sibility.). Your>gftup may find itself stuck on one problem, c.y d part In

a plot that they can't fiyure out. Rather than inlciveni.ny and

decision, you could offer several alLernativcs 061. yOU kituu ha,e Louie_

The group ,may pick one of them, or these ellteruCILIV M.Ay y I. C1 . tit wip I de as

that lead to a solution

4 If.you ,S1 the taLiliLol,,I havc ,Jda! ih( (h.

L .;



a, problem, even, if you haveno special tagen,/, thej the process begins from

your point of view. If the clients identify a problem they want to work on,

10

then the process starts from their zoint 71- H.k.

A

approach is participatory and one

not saying that one

,,ese are two ends. of a

continuum, and you should keep in mind where you are when you begin a project.

If clients come to you with &problem, then they are going to be willing to

assume a lot more of the responsibility for producing the material. If you go

to the community and initiate a solution to their problems, then you may be

imposipg a responsibility on them that they are-not interested in Assuming.

Often your situation may .requirethat you define the:probIRM. You may

have come with an agenda in mind (e.g.;.you are a family planning worker and

you must, to earn your salary, produce a material that speaks to family plan-

ning). Be sure that you state your minimum needs to the group early, and men- 4
O

tion them several times. If the group knows what you. need, they cammeet your

'needs and their needs, and, possibly, everyone will be happy. You should be

careful not to impose your definition of their problems, but you have a right

)((you are part of the group, too) to have your needs met ifi they are not in

opposition to the needs of the group.

The next decision is what type of material you want to produce. it you

feel comfortable with only one form (e.y., fotonovela), then mention that to

the group. But you should be aware that the yroup, It presented With sonic

options, fflight plok a different type of matelial, ui a different rurmot, SIGc

or method of pteSciadtiun Ildin yOta'SeIr to prjduLc: 4 variety of maltlials,

and work out d way td prestnt these options to the group.

this Isn't everything that ,an Le said abool palli, ipall". 1,t rl

enuuyh with ydhich lu beyi. If yot, sp,:nd soffit; lliiic thlhkinj

1 1
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11 ,

the Material in this section and pay attention to the "note on participation ";

in the technica4 section, you will have a good base from whi to start working.

The technical aspects of producing photo-literature will come with practice,

but a participatory process

are looking at what yo,

will be successful.

it

Tir

tiDed both practice and reflection. If you .

dnd are aware of what ypu want to do, you

.14
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TECHNICAL S CTION.

r

.

ThiS 'section wilLo tline the tebnical aspects of producing photo='

,

'graphic literature, but don t be wOrrie f. you haye no goer'enee in writing,
0 o

i `......

hotograpHy or printing T e'technica steps are laid of or someone who

..has never tiq ik. N '-as onl 'be

camera. There are also sug4stiOris or more experienced phol...., raphers and
4 L

for people Whacan enlarge nd devel p their own photos.

7--,e of the simplest

Just Flow perliett doesyoUrp oduct have to bg? There is no proof that

)
r

1

1 ,

echnical perfection'improvq the fectiveness of,an'education I material.

J In fact, letter-per ect phOtograph and' printing may.arienate your rezdecs;
er\

.

and photos that ar out of focus, scratched or badly,OOmpOsed will probably

matter more to you. than to your ients. If you think a bad photograph'or

poor layout is. ma ing a differin e in the readability or unAerstanding of

your bOok, preset it to someon to read.,

We're nit suggesting t at you be purposely sloppy. You can and will

improve your t chniques with practice. What we are suggesting is that what
is

,

you can produ e With your clien will probably be more adequate than the .

slick, profe slonally-prepared materials published for or by a different cul-

°

tural, age,/sex, income or language group.

are'Weusing the 'production of a fotonovela as the basis of:our tec%i,

1
..--

nical c1 cription because it is the mo complicated process, The other forMat.!

(discussed in the last- section) can be roduced with a few additional tech-

nique,s. We are presenting this section in six steps -Beyillnifly, Plot Sketch,

Flynt Layout, Shooting Schedule, Shootiny and Jecond layout !his. fur

IS the most convenient way to look t the...re process, but these steps kuulJ
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broken down into many more. Most of the drawings refer to the inside of the
4

front and back covers. Thig two -page fotonovela Was'produced with KWame Qt!tcst
,.

during -his'traintrig at the Center for International Education. The PEA is the

Peopfi's.Education&Association in Ghana,apdrr. QUistis the Chairmen of

the PEA. 'The PEA traditionally has taught EngOish literacy, but recently has

;begun adult Frenaiq claF-

Now it's time t ning-an0 producing the material. You s ould
)

find a space, a room that you can use for workihg on the story and dding th

layout. Take the needs of your clients pinto account. Schedule a place and

timepothat they chn manage without difficulty, and make.the environment one in

which they feel comfortable. Try to have some form of a product each day so

that the group can have a feeling of progress.

r .

Step 1 -- Beginning

-

The fotonovela is what its .name implies, a novel whose story is told with

photographs and words. Since jt is a story, it must have a plot or storyline.

Pe'rhaps'the most difficult part of producing the fotonovela is deciding what

this storyline should be. When we made our first fotonovela, we started with

a storyline that was too detailed. Soon, it became clear that we needed a

basic, strong storyline. The subplots or scenes can be fitted into this story

line, but if the main idea is lost, liur totonovela will be weak.

Think about the sturyline trom Romeo and Julie, A buy and JI1 I flum 1,40

reudiny families fall 1. love and Lry Lu yet mcli1ed.bat theI tams I Icy dOn't

want them to See eat.h other. Slmple and yrIppIny, Isn't IL? i'1 yod ha, Co
t.

decide the sequeoLe of cycht When du the buy anu y111 ,,,cet When h)

families make their unhappille.):) known to the LOnple.
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The storyline, then, is just the main question of the story: the central

conflict or decision in which the pen characters are invotved. To develop

your storyline, pick a9(issu,cor conflict .within the community where you are

working, e.g., absen4elandlords. Build a story around that issue, e.g., there

is to be a rent strike and- there .are- two br'others f 61e strike, one

against. Or,-pick a' story, e:g,. , a Mather and daughter have a disagreement over
i.c.

.

the mother's plans to remarry. Then ieave. the community issues (perhaps a:fight
. - , lb.

4 ,

1
. .

wig city hallIN\intoithe story.. In this example, the mater and daughter can

come together when .the girl' finds out that her new step- ather is a nice guy 1

during a march. o7 ci4( hall:',
..,

S

There' areWt. many stories in the world. The.gr up can't really devise

I .

an original storyfine, and borrowing one from literatbre, TV or a movie is not

plagiarism.
e.

If' the group is having some trouble devising a storyl,ine and there-.
t A

is noApparer&hurning issue in the commuiilty, , then borrow a, plot from a book
... ..

or 'how,' but 15tee0 .it simple. Watch some TV an& see how simple the storylines
, . , .

are. The setting, characters and dialogue fill out this outline of action and

. I

make it in.ipiesting and entertaining.
A

Note on artici ation: The deciding factor in prodt7cing a piece of lit-
erature in a collaborative relationship isibthe group that is collaboratilig,
of this manual or any well-conceived theory. If your group is.stalled

in th beginnipg about what storyliile'and what issue to use in their
elfirst kook, then help them along We're Wiiting this note for facilita

tors, and this is a crucial place to act as catalyst. Once your group
as gone completely through the pioces, they may be able to solve the

problems they couldn't solve the first time.
Your clients may not feel comfortable with theii Jules elS bluly

riters. Make sure that you explains in the beginning, all thy, step_,

that are going to have to be. done, and allow for questioning. log )- .'

Clients should have a clear idea of what they are going to do taefdre
hey start, and you need to know which aspects of the ploc(:ss they ar,
orried about. A

. __.

J

Yv
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After you have read throUgh this mandal'once 4nd are ready to work on your- .

, .

first material, have your group do a one page mock-up a,nd.go through the whole

prodess- once, qUickly. This will show(you some of the grosser mistakes, and

make you al your clients feel more confident. De side on one piece of-action

(this doesn't have to have anything to do with our story). dv-:itr, rw

do the.photographx (a polaroid camera will speed up this process), write a.

dialogue' and do a mock -up of a' final layout. Then take this mock-wp.tolyour

printer and find'out how he wants. you to do the 'final layout.

Step,II Plqt.5ketch

The objective of step.two ili,o take your storyline, and the stories that

you've collected to fill out that storyline, and make a visual outline. Thi's

.visual outline is called the plot sketch. First' consider what your-constraints

are. How many pages can you pay fOr? Example: you may choose to do sixteen

pages for the story and four pages for the cover OW three ads. Then, take

some news print and draw out the pages and number them. WCve used several

'forms: all pages on one Sheet (Fig. 1A); 4 pages to a sheet (Fig. '1B);.and one

page,to a sheet (Fig. 1C). Experiment with these forms to see what works-best

for you and your group. You might want-to make a quick run through in a Fig.

1A form; then make d fuller copy with d Fly. IB or IL form,

I
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4 Figure 2

I
. It worked best for us to use a cyclical process. That is, we went through

the sketch from page one, to the end and noted down whatevir came to mind on

each page. Then, we started again at page one and went through to the end,

spending as much time.as was fruit 1 on each page. If soar pages gave us

trouble, we skipped them and fill out the easy pages. The difficult pages

became easier when we had the rest of the story filled out.

Figure 2 shows the styes of retinement after the first skeLLh has ticci.

done. You Auuld LuInpOe with suing payea ,Ide by Sida Ihla will 91,,c yu
.

better idea huw the bunk will luuk tit it I s tinny LuutiJ

lhe plot. AeLLII 1s meant_ Lu Lu a kolt.i. a.,d Aurpy dlait ,,.,..Id

Li y Lo du it in.one .r Iwo Se.siuna AL UAIJ aye yu havr.. r has. U nya Co

keep jn mind.

1. Lth.,11 pa 9C J110111 J L a ,o1111/ I t .4. I . I . .1
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1.
A

one location -- this .is not a hard-..and fast rule, 'but a change of lopt on'

usually becomes confusing when youire trying to read through a piece. of ia-

-

--,

lope. If you just want to set the scene by showing several pictures of dif-
..

ferent, places i-yf the town where the. story takes place, then play down the

importance of the dialogue. Having one scene to a page is important, and that

rul" should be violated only with some thought.

.2. The main-characters should be introduced quickly. They don't halie to ap-

pear in a photo right away, but they should be mentioned in the dialoguearly.

Again, this rule can be broken if you want to have a surprise character appear'

late in the Stori,

..3. The situation, place and problem (conflict or decision) should be made

clear in the first few pages.

4. The story should build up to a climax and then trail off to a final reso-

lution. If you are making a soap opera (i.e., a story that will continue

through many issues of.your fotonovela), the final resoluton is droppedih

favorof an finding that has some suspense to carry into the next episode. The

concept of build-up to a climax and trail-of- to a resolution is a Western 'con-

cept. We don't know how universal the conce t is. If you are working in a

non-Western culture, look into the indigenous stories of your clients to see

what kind of pattern these stories follow.

l ry to till In the pages with ph010.-_, and wut& and any

z I Les cm4 shapes of the photos, the posItionS bn the paye, that, yun

Lan put In It wIli all help you In she neAl step, anA anythlny yov ,1.anje

your mi,id ab.ui can be Lilt Uut I'ale'



Step III -- First Layout

There is no such

19

4 ,)
the correct layout. The laws governing lay-

outs are simi4i" to those gove ing art'-- there are'no universally accepted

{rules. The only criterion you have to work with isjour own d

of what is pleasing to the eyes of the reader.

g sense

One guideline thsough,, is to think visually. Think of the words and

photos as blocks on a page. If they are.all the same size, the layout will be

boring. Your storyline,governsur layout, but you shouldltaketime to:think

how the photos and print can be shaped to take a more visually pleasing space.

To help in this visual orientation, we suggest that you use an outsivd .

layout book like the one illustrated below:
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This will give you enough room to see aI one glance the two pages that

,,--
,

.

face each other', pages 2 and 3n and the pages' are drawn exactly the same size
i

. 0

as the final pages will be when printed. You, should think of'both pages as you4N

.`t.,

design your layout. Both pages will be seen at the same time and,Olould be

composed simultaneously.. .

dotes on Participation: The plot sketch has a physical form, the
paper and the dtawj.ngs. If one person is going to record the ideas as
they arise ip group, .then control of the, final product is in his/Iter.
hands. The recd' der is putting the ideas and statements'of the group mem-
bers into a. visual order, and in the process s/he is selecting and re-
jecting. The recorder is also the only person who can put an idea into
the final product without first saying it out loud to the group. This is
a position of power, and with this power the participation,of the rest
of .the 'group can be manipulated. If you are working in a team, this is
a good. poiptto discuss when you are processing the day's experience.
The interaction of the group around the plot sketch will have its,,own
momentum, and one'of the responsibilities of the facilitator is to main-
tain that 'momentum. That means that you will have to do some selection
and rejection of the ideas as they come in. Be aware of what you are
doing.

If you are trying to train a ,group to be able to produce this ma-
terial on its own, then it will be important that someone in the group
learn how to record. Some of your clients will not feel comfortable
witfi that role. Some will say that they are, but once they get going
they will like it. This is another subjective judgment that you will
have to. make. Remember that as the pen leaves the hand of the facili-
tator, the control of the participation also leaves his/her hand.

4

Your composition will be determined by the type of camera and the kind or

phut.° processing you use. For' this reason, we will Lark about two different ap-

pruaLheb and uttic prubleut.s you should Lunsider as you begin AppruaLh HI is

fur those who are yOiny Cu use Lutriffierk 1.31 pointing, a puld7u1A k.aitteta

nun regulative Latiierd (11k,, on IhsCattoOL where lighCitty/Ohd lithe 'ae(!ltIA:,

LunCrulied by (115 !..aot,ta), App(uaLh #C I. rut the Aulujraptel who has

or Lim timiny and r atop (1,.1 who will bu dulny his her own develupl,g a,d

enlar,yirtg



- #1

Instamatic cameras and mos.t,
polarCrid caAras'produce a'photo ,

'with a scidare format. When developed
and p intdd commercially, the photos
come ou exactly the same size.
This is potentially boring, visually.
Some polaroid.cailleras produce a

ctangular photo, but still the size
d shape are fixed: This limits

yo r range. of design.

,510/ne
_,-Sig.e

out, you can cut or crop your photos;
remember that the photo.can only get
smaller. Of course, ybu can pay to
have your photos enlarged, but this

fejwill add greatly to yOur e penses.,
Instead, pick a w Th f you .photos to
be enlarged and space.

klm
em through-

out your book. Also ask your
.printer if s/he can enlarge your phu
tos when s/he's screening* them.

the 4 1t..ilt ul y.ukti ph.(-, I

another way to intruduLe so,e into
rest, visually, on the scene. No.:
ups and mob scenes look very

Mee Std6 VI tor J, reenlny

21

#2

ti

,

fe
35 mm camera's Oroduce,a'i.ectangular'
format. Jlut when you are/doing your
own enlar 'rig, you have thtal control
of the final'size'ofthe picture.
The photographer can specify the exact
size required,,And s/he can, in'the.

'ffejority of cases, produce this exact
size in the darkroom. This gives
you .much greater,latitAe in design -
ing the'format.

Varied:. 5i x.es

The photographer must be aware of the
tonality of his /bier final products.
Inenlarking, tone and density will ,

be ignwg unless the photographer is
constantly -aware of which photo goes
on what page' ..'. and hoW they will
look side-,q Si4Q.

-";17eM7;4

LARK

ihc.. photographer and dark room it. I,,,1

can, be as fancy as they want,
but they shouldn't forget:

t-
1. They must leave room -roe
diaiogpei(

;
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, . N

different; and alterhating shots of 2. The pictures must telt a story in
people and scenery can do the same sequend'fa spoes it make sense to en-
thing. -' large that picture? Should-you empha'-

, size that particular character at this
point in the story? . -, . i..:

. I

1 -, - 41.. . \ ,

The'.dialogue must be. a part of your layout considerations. Your dia- f--.

logue-must be finalized as soon as posible. If notfinalized completely, at .,,
. .

. least three conditiorrs of the dialogue must be het very early in the process:

1. The space allotted to the dialogue should not be cha'nged; ,...r.---

9
f. The characters cannot be changed:in any onepicture; and.;

3. The dialogue should not be changed to describe an action that isn't tak4ng
::.-1

place'in the picture.

Grainrnar syntax and word .chokes 'can be changed up until. the fotonovela gbes,tO

press if the changes don't violate .ttie three conditions above.

The words printed outside the photos are c led headlines, lead)-ins and

. bridges. Headlines announce a title or a main ev nt. They are written in type

that is larger than the rest of the print and occupy a space sordewhere at the

top of a p4e. When you're designing your first layout, consider what options

,--you have for producing these headl ines (see Step vi). be careful not to over

use headlines; they tend to dominate the

page if they are printed darkly Lead trig

and bridyes are °the' Lypes of h,:adlines

/he-lead in Set:, up the Stogy ,11 Lhal pdy.

u5oolly this type ut IeaJ In I.. aQi dS

ds Lhe headline, ,And Lhe Lyp, I., ca.),,ta liw

Sane slGe ds the dIdlu9U,

,
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The bridge explaihs the storyrline when theaction4. location or characters

change radically. The -.type is like.that,of the lead-in. Usually the bottom

left. hand corner of the first page is used for credits. This is where yoU put

the names of the actors, writers 'and photographers.

Notes on Participation: Layout.is a skill that can make your po.duct ap-
pear professional or non - professional. If you haye read literally thou-
sands .more books and magazines than the participnts, you probably have
an intuitive sense of what is expected in WesterrOayoutlOrmat that the
participant will not have. For,thiS reason, you'may'feel that the lay-
out is best handled by yourself. This might be, Since'artistic judgment
cannot be voted on by a committee. The user should not be presented an
incoherent, visually 'confusing layout.

To assume, however,'4hat your participant cannot handle this, stage
could be to lose an opportunity for insight into culture specific layout
patterns. An alternative would be to work with your participants to
see how they would,place the pictures and the dialogue. you .could
show the participants'seVeral layouts and have them state which they
find better and why.

'Step IV -- Shooting Schedule

The next step is to plan for the days when you will be photographing. An

easy way to organize yourself is to write a shooting,schedule--- or a descrip-

tion of what, who, wearing what, holding what, doing what, you are going to

photograph.

° If you have been using the large layout book, you have a perfect place to

write these directions:

"IP
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By now you have places, for all of.; your photographs, and action determined for

446.

each photo. You must be certain:

1. Which characters will be in each photo;
'1

2. Where the characters will be standing or sitting (the person who speaks

first must be on the left unless you are using,a language that is read from
a

the right);

3. What clothes the charaCters will be wearing in each scene;

4. What things the characters will be-,holding in their hands, pointing to,,

'reaching for, etc.;

5. What gestures the characters will be making, wAt expressions they will

have on their faces; and

6.. Where these characters will be located_ ih a. plane, street, eltchen, zoo,

etc.

Num6er the print (lead-ins, headlines and bridges).and photographs.

This will allow you to refer to #3 on page 7 instead of gOing into a long
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explanation. It kill also help later when you have to talk-with the printer.

Ndw you are ready to write the shooting schedule next to the layout.

The layout will go with you when you are shooting so it is good. to have the

shooting schedule in the same place. Simply write the number of,the photograph

in the margin and describe at the characters are dqing, holding, wearing,

and where they are doing these things. Then answer the six questions above.

After that complete, go through your layoutbook and locate the pages

which' have taenks.in tie same locale. .For example:

pp. 1,2,7,12,16 .living room of mother

3,4 -- Airport

5,8,10,11

13,14,15

-- By road

--"Under trees,

And, locate the pages/44c have the same characters on them:

pp. 1,2,10,11 -- Jane and Mary

3,4,10 '-- Jane, Lois and Mary

You are now ready to arrange the locations and characters needed for the shots.

A final list might look like this (but make one that works for you):

Page' Location, Characters

1,2 Living Room Jane and Mary

4 Airport Jane, Lois, Mary

By road Jane, Lois, Mary

Your finallist_should be a schedule, that permits the easiest transitions

from photographic scene to scene. For instance, it is easier to recruit char-
,

actprs if they only have to be involved in shooting for one day. The shooting

goes faster if you make few scene shifts, etc.

29
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Notes_:: on Participation: Whoever is to be the director on the days of pho-
to- shooting should work up the shooting schedule. Don't expect another
person to fallow your organizational scheme: evenAmericans from the
same class and academic tradition organize theirpapers differently.
Talk over the options with the -director and then let him/her make the
decision. Some people are capable of memorising the entire schedule,
but others aren't and wouldn't want to.

Step V -- Shooting .

=5.

If you have limited the number of main characters and place changes,
. .. .

then shooting the photographs will be easy. ft will be even easier if you can

have two people, one acting as a photographer (we sugges that you uSe two pho-
,

tographers if you can) and one acting as- director. The director carries the'

shooting schedule and the first ',layout and sets the scene. S/he then gives
?

instructions to t14 photographer and shows him/her the position of the words in
1.

each photo. Co unications betWee'n'people are so personalized that no "system"

will work .for any two groups. The" two or three photographers and the director)

in your group will have to work out .:their relationship and method of communi-

catrons- You car0t)gori everything, out comRletely-beforehanl; some things will

..%s(?rl.themselyes,914 in Should'spgnd some time in :the begin-
t.t

11:01-Ond take:'.0estr, ions 'into - ,account:

1. How WitfftfelpeatkOta erY6O4-When-.ihe scene is ready to be shot?
e011:r,,,01`. ,'

c

cteir k sow that, the photographers are finished shooting? .

(3. How will the photographers know what they are trying to shoot, how much

space they.need for words, and what action is going on?

4'
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Notes on-PartAlpation:, HaVing everyone change' jobs, during the shociting
(i.e., actors becoming photographers and photographersbecoming di ectors,
etc.) will enhance the feeling and reality offull_participation,, ut it
will also cause confusion.lkNOnetheldss,you don!.t have to make either/
or decision. As long as everyone in the group has participated in the de-
cision to specialize the roles, the participatory,process hasn4 been
violated.

.
.

Once the roles have. een decided, t's easy for the director and
the photographers to'take over and forget about the actors.y /The. direct-
or is in the best position to keep the actors in mind. This will. add
to the director's work load, but it is importafit.. The direiCtor should
be sure that the actors understand each scene and where they are in the
story. 1

.

We foUnd that good direction allowed the actors to beless self-
conscious.

We can't teach you how to be a photogr her (either beginning or expert)'

in this book, and we urge you to spend some time reading a good beginning photo-

graphy book. 'But, there are some hints that are specific-to the .problems of
.

photographic literature that we can make. Some thin9s'to keep. In \ind:

1.1- Try to keep your shooting to two or three days. This will solve problems

of actors not being able to participate later, weather changes and changes in

the hair style of your leading man or woman.,

2. It helps if the actors say their lines,,and-the photographer' should try .

to,catch the,actors. ih expressions that are close to'-the feelings ofthe scene.

That is, no smiling during tragic scenes or frowning during happy ones: But

don t.try to be perfect. Getting the speaking characters with their mouths

Iopen is difficult and not so important.

3., PhotOgrophOrs should leave about a ten,Oercent frame around the scene when

they are shooting. In this way, you can deal with mistakes. You can .cut or

crop a photo smaller, but you can't make it !larger. Even if you ere doing Your

own enlarging, you'll want that'extra margin for error.

!
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WRONG

4

r
a

4. LoCa.tion is not asijmportant as You think: For*examRle, you don't have
..-

,to .,go to an airport to shoot an airport scene. If you saf the_people are in an

airport, but shoot them in 'a school hallway with luggage, it will look like
r.

they .are in an,airport. Also, inside and outside re not always different.

We shot some scenes of people meeting in an airport, but we shot'it outside

against a brick wall. It looks like they areAtiside.
$

, 5. Use more than one photographer' for each scene.

store that the scene will not be ruined by a foolish mistake, like leaving

the lens cover on. You can laug, but it may happen to you. Also, the dif-

In this way, you can be

ferent angles will give you more from which to choose.

-Now, for some'specific adyice to the type #1 and #2 groups:

#1-.

Try to keep the lightinq,the same
\ for every shot. If indors use ave'

'flash, and use a flash outside
too for close-ups. Follow the flash
directions on the film. You want .

to have even tone in the pictures.
Outside it is best to shoot on a
clolidy day:
Be fiery careful when shooting to
think of thepal picture that -

you want. Keep in mind the need
for space with words, and remember
that you can vary the sizes of

#2

The most .important thing to remember
is that you are-going to want the
°density of your negatives to be uni-
form. Keep this in mind as you are
taking and developing your photos.
When you're taking the pictures use .

two or three different f-stops (brack-
et) on each sc4np,to be sure. You
want to over-shoot each scene.
Experiment with techniques. -A picture
slightly out of taus and a'little
over-exposed will give the appearance
of fag, if under-exposed and a little

r)

W4



your final photos by having. every-
,

thing on one side of the picture. '

I CUT

If you are not using 'a polaroid and can have contact sheets. (a contact sheet

1"

out of focus, it will appear like
dusk or dawn. If you don't have a
flash, you can take inside shots
outside. Some windows look about the
same4inside and out, and malls always
look the same. Just move some furni-
ture outside.

0

is an 8 x10 photograph of all the frames of 'one roll; each frame can be seen

as a small photograph)made, it will save you time and money when you are mak-

ing your decision on which photos to print. Atio, it Will give you immediate

.

feedback (contact sheets can usually be done in the same time it takes to have

the film developed) on any nistakes you have. made in photography.

Step Vf -- Second Layout-'

, By the time you have your'photographs developed and are ready to do the

final layout, you should know who w411 be doing your printing. It is important

to' know what the-printer s requirements are 'before You begin the final layout.

S/he may want to do the final layout,, may charge extra for this service, or
.

. may require that you present the pages pasted up and ready for printing.

Screening ---Orinting'photographs requires a process called screening

.which breaks the photograph into a lot of dots. Without this operation, a

photograph will not print well, but will be a blur of gray and black areas.

It is important that you and your printer agree on when this operatiA will

. /

33
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take place. It will be difficult if you paste up the page and the printer has

to take the phttographs, dialogue and page,apart to screen the photographs.

Thene''are many questions you should ask your printer, so let's go over

,

lot

a few:

1. What is the.type,'size and cost of the piper to be used: Your covers will

probably be of a different .grade of paper than your inside pages.

2. What is the 4pst of the if you do the final layout or if the

printer does it?

3. ,shat typeof stapling.ls the printer going to use? Will it require that

you put your pictures further away'from the spine, the center of the material?

4. What kinds of headline and typing service does the prtnter provide?

5. Who is going to do the layout?

6. When will the phofo'screening take place? ' 4

7. Howimuch will the whole job cost copies, and 1000

cdpies? .Often, the cost to increase the number of printings is minimal after

. 6

the Tayout i s done and-the printing plapss.ai-e made.

The least that the printer can require of you is that you,do a drawin.g

layout and complete-every element of the page.. This is why we suggest that

.

1fl1 print areas and photos be numbered. Let's go back to the example:

41

7

=111.0

t.

34
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Each piece that will'be pasted on the page wilt be numbered. The drawing lay-

out will tell the printer where to place the pieces. It maybe a good idea

to place all these pieces in an envelope with the drawing layout on the out-

side. The layout must be .the same size, as the final page. These are all

things to work out with your printer.

v you are lucky, you will not.have,to make many changes from your

first layout. Those of you who are using Commercial)y produced photos will

,probably have the greatest need to alter your layout to adjust to:the photos.

Those doing their own enlarging will alter 'photos to adjust to the

layout.-

You probably will te required to do your own typin )t- the, diaTogue.

After the photo has been selected, consider the space available in the picture

for the assighed Dialogue, then sha$e he dtalogue into the space. You should

try to-use an electric typewriter, because the more even type will print bet-
,? .

ter. If possible, ute an IBM Selectric with changeable typing elements'e' This
o

will give you a wider range of type styles, ,and this will add to the visual

interest of Your book. If you can't use a Selectric, tilen. experiment with

other typewriters. For headlines, leackins' and bridges you could have a local

artist or a person with good handwriting to _do some of the worOof the type-,

writer. There are commercially available transfer letters that you could use

too.,

/

35
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'Notes on Participation: Working well with a printer requires experi-
ence. The only way.yo n get. this experience is by working, out the
details of a publicati ith,the'yrinter. You can work well; alone with
the printer, butvwhen y u leave the community, you.will take,your'exper-
ience with you. The pa;ticipatory procest goal is not the pwoduction'of
product i.e., fotonovela,-but developmentof the capacity Of people

and the.capicity of a groupto produce its. own educational material.
Always work with someone. k

Front and Back Covers, Cartoons and Ads -- We,har'Oeen talking about the pro-

dUetion of a fotonovela in the. technical section.. 'The fotonovela js.very

popular in Latin. America, similar. in ways .to the comic book in' the U.S..

Certain.elements areexpected, suchas aglossy, color, action-packed, or love-

filled cover. Adiertisements are invariably present. Also, the fotonovela

usually has at lOst one cartoon.

Obviously, you can drop or keep any of thete elements, but let's con-':

sder the "pr.os" and "cons" of each. The color glossy cover is very nice.

It commands attention and looks 'professional. It also costs a lot.amd the

glossy bon4 paper reciUirWspecial equteTeht for handling at the printer's.

Your printer may not be capable of printing a three color; hotographdc, glos-

sy cover. hut, a black and white photographic cover can be very effective, and

if printed on a non-glossy paper, will cost you a -fraction of the price of.the

"comic" cover.

Cartoons are a' great method.for putting variety into your fotonovela.

They very clearly carry messages, and can be .a light-hearted way of making a

point. Your problem is locating a cartoonist. If cartoons are done in black

yul white, there is no printing complication. If They are done in color, 'the, -price

increases.

Advertisement is a way of bringing in money t# cover your publication

costs. It also is a way to publicize community services, advertise'against
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unsafe pract' es or militate for changes. Your problem is putting together

interestin' advertising copy. Most customers Ryfpg fors ads will provide their

own copy

ad. If kept simple, an ad can be ver effective.

If not, you can do it yourself. Don't try to put too much into the

ishin' We have emphasized economy throughout this technical section,be-

cause that's our value. Educational material should be cleXr, readable and

Viewable; and gloss, color, and professional typesetting are iCing on the cake.

"Professional" work on one fotonovela can cost as much as,production of three

"simple" fotonovelas. We hold that three books are better than one glossy.

Publishing will -be 'your largest expense. For this reason, we recommend

that you look into public printing options. Most large cities.in the United

States have skill training centers which.include printing as one of the'skills

taught. Since train will work on your publication, the finalproduct may be

a ,l ittle rough, but thecosts minima) --"usupl)y the,cdst of the paper.

This has meant For us the difference betwee4 $48 and $500 for the publication

of 500 copies of a 20 page fotonovela.

Most countries have government printing houses, often connected with the

Ministry of Education. If your publication. is done in conjunction with the gov-.

ernment, its printing perhaps can be done in the national printing house.

3



EVALUATION*

...

You or your funding agency may want.an evaluation of the effectiveness

of the product. Evaluation itself is thilsubject of many books, and this short

technical 'note can't cover the subject in any real. depth. But, if you need

,

to do an evaluation, here is a model that ptesents a set of options-that range

from quick and simple procedures for limited objectives to more time-consuming

and sophisticated procedures .for more c mplex objectives.
t 2

There are three components' to this evaluation model: Questions (i.e.,
1

problems, hypotheses, propositions); Sample (subjects, audience, learners,

populations); and Measurement Instruments. Each "of these components can be

broken dowp into five levels of complexity. An evaluator can select a level

, to use for each component depending on how complex or accurate the results

must be, and on the time, resources, and skills that are available.

Questions..

1. Do the materials attract and hold the attention of the audience? .

2. DOes the audience perceive accurately the information provided by the
materials? -

3. Does the audience learn the facts, principles And/or strategies presented
in.the materials?

4. After exposure to the material, does the audIenc&change its attitude
toward the subject? .

5. After exposure to the materials, does the audience change its behavior
in regard to the subject?

Sample

1. One person ,-.:

2. A small sample of those expected to use tie materials.
3. A small sample representing all the various sub-groUps of people ex-

pected'to use the materials.

Taken from a paper in progress by Dr. David Kinsey, .Center for Inter-
national Education, Unimersity of Massachusetts. ,

34
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4. A sample and a control group.
5. A random sample' and a rontrol

Measurement Instruments

35,

grop.

1., Dirett obsie;vation of behavior.
-

2. .Unstructured questioning of .subjeCts on the.effects the materials.
3. Self-made tests and/or questionnaires (either 'administered orally, or in

writing).
4. / Prpfessionally designed and validated tests and/or questionnaires.
5.' Multivariate analysis of the effects of the materiels on the Sample.'

0
a.
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OPTIONS IN PHOTO- LITERATURE

In this Manual we have fopsed exClusively on the fotonovela to present

the process recommendations clearly. We have tried not to confuse the flow

of the manmalwith constant references, to other forms of pRoto-fiterature.

The participatorY process, as outlined, and most of the technical information

can be appljed to most forms of photoliteratD and the additional technical

skills that may be needed can be leaeRed from er sources on photography.

Each type ofphOto.-literature has its own-sped& requiremenit,:advantages and

disadvantages: liere'are four different types that you; may want to expeilment

with:

fotonov4*Oe -- a p.rinted medium in which photos are arranged in a sequence of a.

4

Example:

dramatic ttory while the plot, is conveyed through dialogue bubbles.

r.
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7Th

The fotonovela seems to be the easiest fOrm of literature for new

literates to read. The photo format allows for easy group production of the

storyline and plot becadse the group can easily visualize the sequence. But-,

the use of so many photos adds to the cost of the materials and cuts down on

the number of words that can appear on a page. In addition the dialogue bub-

bles have to be placed on (Sled into) the photos for printing, and this is

more expensive than photos printed without dialogue bubbles. -The fotonovela

ien'ds.itseif well to adrama, and,-by definition, must haVe a plot. If.you

want to produce an instructional. mater01 without a story, then you may find.

\the fotonovela an inefficient medium/ 'Ths'OhotostriRps,(pbolApage might be a

better choice.

Photostrip a. printed medium im'whichiphoios are.arranged to relate to

support the, printed information that is next to or under the photos.

Example:

Rn
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thistype of photostrip (some types of photostrips have dialogue

bubbles'on th 'photos) the story or information in the text is supported and

clarified by th phbtos. The text is not an integral part of the photo, and

could probably e unc4rstood. without it. This form is cheaper to prodlice than

the fotonovela'(because the words don't'have to be bled in) and allows for more

text..A dramatic story is .rot required (e.g., the text could be about some

'improved agricultural practice and eaa photo could show the equipment or the

practice that is b'ing discussed).

or'

Photopage -- a printed medium in which photos are added to a page of text 'to
, N

support the printed information or to add interest/Wgiepresentation. All of

the text on a page may not relate to the photos and each page may not have a

photo on it.

Example:

1

1

A
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.This form of literature is a little cheaper, since fewer photos are

A
being used and some pages hae, no photos at all: Here the photos are used to

enhance the story or'material, not as, an integral part of the presentation.

Slide or FiimstripNovela -- .011m medium in which the ''pages" of the mater-

ial-are displayed on a screen. The text may or may,nOt,be incorporatrd,en

the frame with the photo.

Example:

The obvious adviantage of th45. form is that a grO4 can read or view a

tateria41 at the same time. You do need a projector, and this may be difficult
-\

or impossible to obtain in some Third. orld rural areas. This form is easier

to store and transport, and thlfultimate ,"per user",cost is a lot. less than

for printed Material.. Another big advantage is, that color can be added at a

reasonable additional "per user" cost.

There_are two ways to. produce this type of material. One, you can

produce your material (e.g:, a fotonovela), and then film tor final layout (a

page at a time or krts of pages). Tro, you can film the live action and

have the words' on a separate Slide /frame, on a blackboard or on cards. This

43
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allows yOu to produce a materpl in several languages or on several levels of

difficulty in one language without\theaaditional costs. of producing a complete

set of different slides or filMitrips.
4

We have9tt presented all the forms of photo-literature here, an6d.we

°haven't talked about combining all the forms into.one material, like a.magazine

or a slide show. The. participatory process, too, could use several more voluMes

for a complete discussion. But, we have suggesteTra starting point from which,

you can develop your own particiOatork pnocesS andi0tO.::literature format.

..


